
Menander’s Mothers 

Menander’s mothers—a little-studied group—show a surprising but consistent tendency 

to take important roles in the lives of their adult children.  Their prominence and influence stand 

in contrast to two general impressions: (1) in Athens, fathers controlled family life, especially 

marriage matches for their children, and (2) citizen women were expected to remain silent, 

obedient, indoors, uninvolved in matters of policy both public and familial.  The behavior pattern 

in Menandrian mothers does not match up to such general impressions—and yet Menander was 

considered a mirror onto the social lives of the citizen classes, as evidenced by Aristophanes of 

Byzantium, who wrote “Oh Menander and life—which of you imitated the other?”  This paper 

explores the roles of Menander’s mothers, arguing that although his fathers generally supervise 

family matters, his mothers play an active, albeit limited, role in the marital affairs of their 

children. Menandrian studies have largely focused on fathers and sons or masculinity (Goldberg 

1980, Heap 1998, Lape 2004, Sommerstein 1998, Walton 1996) or prostitutes (Auhagen 2009, 

Henry 1985, Krieter-Spiro 1997), and very few examine his other female characters (but see 

Traill 2008). 

Strikingly, the level of dramatic involvement of Menandrian mothers is related inversely 

to their status within the household and the legitimacy of their children.  Legitimate mothers, 

primarily the mothers of sons to whose fathers they are married (as in Dyskolos and Kitharistes) 

rarely need to intercede conspicuously.  Their sons get into scrapes, rape the neighbor girl, or 

desire a marriage against their fathers’ wishes, but there is never much danger to the sons’ future 

happiness.  These mothers would have the most domestic power to intercede, but as they are 

socially secure, the drama does not require their onstage intercession. Regardless, the young men 



pointedly mention their mothers’ offstage intercession with recalcitrant fathers—an indication 

that women were active in household affairs (Cox 2012). 

Adoptive mothers have a more active stage role as generally their husbands are dead or 

absent (Perikeiromene, Sikionioi). Their help is protective or preventive: they try to shield their 

sons from disappointment or preserve their citizenship.  These mothers are very concerned, even 

distraught, about their children’s happiness, but they need not risk their own status or reputation 

to provide help. 

Raped and/or unmarried mothers have the least authority, but circumstance forces them 

to be the most active mothers: they break convention and put their traumas on view, making 

themselves doubly vulnerable.  They must both expose their victim status and assert themselves 

as active participants in the drama. Limited by her own status, this mother can provide her 

children only a small amount of help, but she has the greatest need to provide that help.  In most 

cases she can only react to devastating circumstances, preventing terrible marriages, saving her 

children from destitution or slavery, or keeping their parentage hidden (Georgos, Heros, Hiereia, 

Phasma). These are not mothers in a legitimate domestic position to make matches for their 

children or champion them against recalcitrant fathers. The tragedy that befalls their offspring is 

also directly correlated to the status of the mother: the children in the most vulnerable positions 

are the ones with the most vulnerable mothers.  Menander, in creating such terrible situations, 

ensured greater catharsis in his audience when these tragedies were resolved with happy endings.  

But in staging these events, Menander highlights the active role Athenian women played in their 

children’s affairs, far beyond the role dictated by Greek ideology.  Menander’s depiction of 

women in liminal social positions attempting to help their offspring also reflects near-

contemporary events in Athens, in which non-citizen mothers like Alce (Isaeus 6.17-24. G) and 



Neaera (Apollodorus, Against Neaera 50, Hamel 2003) attempted to improve their children’s 

lives by passing them off as citizens. 
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